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The year 2020 has been a different experience with lots of uncer-

tainties and insecurities.  The coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic is the 

defining global health crisis of our time and the greatest challenge 

we have faced since World War Two. It has demonstrated the inter

-connected nature of our world- and that no one is safe until every-

one is safe. As the number of positive cases continue to surge expo-

nentially, ‘total lockdown’ continue to reverberate across various 

towns and cities. 

Amidst the ever-spreading pandemic, our college fraternity while 

obeying community guideline, protocols and social norms refused to 

put our minds and creativity at halt. We chose to ‘adapt, improvise 

and overcome’ the challenge that is paralyzing our economy and our 

country. The students of Kohima Science College in its grandeur con-

tinue to shine through their talents, responsibilities and duties. 

Expression is not just a necessity, it is an art. Contained in this issue 

are the exhibition of beautiful expression in language and art. This 

issue feature and reflect the creative minds and artistic ideas of 

students, alumni and our teachers. 

Scintilla this issue aims to provide a platform for students not only 

in creative writing, but also allow an outlet for students to put their 

minds at work, exercise their right to express, discover oneself and 

most importantly, create an identity.  

As we stay productive, let ‘growth’ be our maxim and may we remain 

adaptive to change. 
 

Weto Kreo 

MSc 4th Sem 

Dept of Physics 

SPECIAL POINT: 

Shout-out are given to some 

of our  exceptional deserving 

students in YouTube and 

Instagram. 

Do follow their page in Insta 

and subscribe to their You-

Tube channel. 

EDITORIAL 
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REMINDER 
 

Online Arts and Poetry 

Competition  

(For bonafide students 

of KSCJ) 

Theme:  

Men: ‘Being a man’ 

Women: ‘Being a woman’ 

*Amazing cash prizes*  

Submit to:  

Boys Welfare Secre-

tary and Girls Welfare 

Secretary before 

12th August 2020 
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During this COVID-19 pandemic, experiences were being shared through different platforms on the quality of 

food that is being served in the quarantine centres of Nagaland.  Had I being in someone’s shoe, I wonder 

what I would be sharing. I am not in a quarantine centre and I have no idea about the quality or quantity of 

food being served. Since the food provided appears to be of more concern rather than the deadly virus, I 

forced myself to ponder on our foods and its source. My thoughts are sudden, just like our lockdown notifica-

tions and I am unable to pinpoint the exact location of our food source. However, my layman research shows 

that majority of what we Nagas consume are being imported from other states of India. Whether we are under 

quarantine or not, we are surviving, just because our fellow humans from the mainland are providing 80% of 

our needs. 
  

In order to consider myself as being prepared, I stocked 100kg of rice, 3kg of soya bean and 5kg of salt, since 

these are my staple food and I am responsible to feed eight mouths. I also have started planting fast growing 

vegetables in my small garden. I am doing this because I am scared that in future, deadlier virus may arise, 

leading to a state of complete lockdown and essential commodities from other states may not be able to reach 

us. I am more scared when I think of my children. 
 

In the past, our ancestors grow their own food, except salt in some regions, and were self sufficient. Their life 

may not be luxurious but they cultivate and grow what they need to survive. If we look at the present scenario, 

we have become over dependent. We blame the government for any disaster, calamity, pandemic and even 

standard of food as if the government can just wave the magic wand to solve all problems. I am a Chakhesang 

and sübroce (fermented soya bean) is a regular component of my curry but even that, we hardly cultivate these 

days, because raw soya bean, imported from other states, is readily available in the market. Are we self suffi-

cient? Do we have food security to last even a month? I don’t think so. 
 

Our ancestral profession is agriculture, and in rural areas, people still practice it, though many are now in-

clined toward producing cash crops rather than staple food crops. In case of pandemics worse than the present, 

other industries may die, but agriculture industry will not, if human life has to continue on our planet Earth.  
 

By God’s grace, we still have people who can teach us how to grow food in our own land and be independent. 

So why don’t we once again try to become self sufficient by encouraging each other to:  

1.   Identify our staple foods and  grow/rear them by ourselves.  

2.   Train our children to cultivate and grow their own food. 

3.   Prepare/educate our children to face extraordinary situations. 

4.   Develop strategies to be self reliant 

5.  Prepare to have sufficient food/fund within our village in case of any eventuality. 
 

On the other hand, it would be good if agriculture experts could help in identifying areas where suitable crops 

may be cultivated. I think there are prospect of producing our staple food in our own land. Our elected repre-

sentatives may kindly utilise local area development funds wisely. Animal husbandry and Agriculture depart-

ments may become more active.  
 

We tend to say ‘we can’ and of course we can, but if we don’t act, we can’t. Once we are self reliant, do we 

really need India to grant us independence? Be independent, then sovereignty may not be far behind. 
 

 

Veta Nyienu 

Assistant Professor Dept of Physics 



Effective communication is key to success in online education, and that’s where the term 

“netiquette” comes in. Netiquette, which is a portmanteau of “net” and “etiquette,” refers to us-

ing courtesy and politeness when communicating with others online. 

Netiquette in online education 
The rules for online learning and classroom learning are virtually the same: You have to study, 

take notes, attend classes and participate in discussions. In the classroom, your words, gestures, 

posture and facial expressions communicate your thoughts and observations to your classmates 

and teachers. But how do you express yourself online, where the written word is all they see? 

During your online degree program, you will frequently be asked to participate in online discus-

sions and will occasionally do peer reviews of your classmates’ work. Here are 10 rules of neti-

quette that will help you successfully communicate as you learn online. 

1. Make sure identification is clear in all communications. Begin with a salutation (“Hi, 

Jason!”) and end with your signature (“Hannah Kay, Criminology 101”). 

2. Review what you wrote and try to interpret it objectively. When we speak face to face 

and are misunderstood, we have an on-the-spot opportunity to rephrase our words. In writing, 

we must strive twice as hard to be understood, as we do not have the benefit of modifying or 

elaborating in real time. All caps (“I’M SHOUTING”) and exclamation points (“Give me a 

break!!!”) can be misinterpreted as intense anger or humor without the appropriate context. 

3. If you wouldn’t say it face to face, don’t say it online. When you’re working online, 

you’re safe behind a screen, but that’s no excuse to be ill-mannered or say things you would 

never say in public. 

4. Don’t assume everyone understands where you’re coming from. Sarcasm and wit is 

often the spice of in-person conversation, but in online discussion, it can not only lose its edge, it 

can bite! In your high school classroom, all students were the same age, came from similar back-

grounds and lived in the same area. In contrast, your online classroom is made up of people of 

all ages and cultures who have varied backgrounds, lifestyles and geographic locations. With 

this in mind, review what you wrote before contributing to the conversation and ask yourself, 

“Will everyone get the joke?” 

5. Don’t spam. Please don’t take advantage of your connection with the other students in your 

online classroom to forward emails and links regarding your political/spiritual beliefs or to sell 

your services. 

6. Use emoticons. In casual chat room settings, emoticons can help convey feelings that may 

otherwise get lost in translation, including humor, exasperation, exhaustion and even confu-

sion. 

7. Respect others’ privacy. Don’t give out another student’s personal email address without 

permission. 

8. Remember, if it’s on the internet, it’s everywhere. Don’t share personal information 

about yourself in a public online forum, especially something that could put your safety or secu-

rity at risk. 
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10 Rules Of Netiquette For Students 

Dept of English 



9. Follow the rules. Just as 

your online college posts 

guidelines related to aca-

demic integrity and student 

expectations, online forums 

also have rules of conduct. 

Make a point to read them 

every time, as they can vary 

from class to class. 

10. Forgive and forget. If 

you’re offended by something 

another student says online, 

keep in mind that you may 

have misunderstood their in-

tentions. Give them the bene-

fit of the doubt. 
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“TRICKY PREPOSITION” 

-Dept of English 
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ALUMNI SECTION 

Tell 

If you do not wish to be named, I will keep your name pseudo 

And she said, tell my story that the world may know 

Silence my pain no more, this burden I bear 

But the people there, they don’t care. 

What in this world can be compared to this burden? 

I’ve been crushed and pushed to a corner 

It's dark and cold and lonely here 

I am faded flower, in a winter garden. 

God took away the one I loved the most 

Can someone give me a good reason 

Or I will consider this as a treason 

Coz he was the one I needed the most. 

Why, why death and grief? I asked God 

Tell them I grieve with them, said God 

I have no pleasure in the death of anyone 

They will live again, when it’s all said and done. 

Tell the neighbour, to be the true neighbour 

Tell the church, to awake from her slumber 

Tell my people, to be my hands and my feet 

And you my child, will you take the lead? 

 

When God created the first man in the garden of Eden, He also created a companion for the man. Someone 

who could be his co-equal and be one with him. Hence, when two people become husband and wife, they be-

come one. Yet, death has entered our world due to disobedience and this has caused separation, pain, and 

grief. The present poem talks about the burden widows carry after the loss of their husbands. When a woman 

gets married, she derives her identity from her husband. He becomes the source of strength and security for 

her. Yet, for a wife who loses her husband, life becomes dark and lonely with a million doubts and questions. 

In addition to this, she loses her sense of security, self-worth, and confidence. The challenge of single parent-

ing, loneliness, identity, social stigma, financial constraints, and the likes set in. This affects her whole being: 

physically, emotionally, spiritually and psychologically.    



Her life is forever altered although she seems to have healed along the way.  
 

The present poem is a call for the church to help widows heal in their grief and share in their burden.It is a call 

for us to show our respect, empathy, and care for widows around us, who are indeed a group of people very 

close to the heart of God. The UN observes June 23rd as International Widows Day. If you know of any widow 

(I am certain you do): could be your sister, your aunt, your grandma, your next-door neighbour, or could be 

your mom, go ahead! make a call and let them know you care, pay a visit (maintain social distance though ) 

and show a little bit of love this year on International Widows Day. And unconsciously, you would be doing 

what Jesus would be doing if he was here with us today.  

-Meyiengonu Tetso 

Former Literary Secretary KSCSU (2010-2011) 

Recipient of Dr SK Dey Award  
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FOUR MEN........................... 

Shakti, Puri, Anil and Imraan were best friends…………………………. 
 

  

The story begins with Mr. Shakti. Semester break was over and classes were about to start. Mr. Shakti brought 

2 big containers of chicken curry and handful packets of Axone pickle, which was made by his mother to 

share with his friends; and have a good time in hostel. BUT HE had another plan for chicken curry. Being a 

SHAKTI himself, he wanted to give the curry to his new side part girlfriend called Cara.  
 

It was a gloomy day as usual so he put on his favorite overcoat and sprayed his roommate perfume and went 

to the college ground like a cheetah. There he saw his girl standing and waiting for him impatiently. Both of 

them greeted each other with a smile and he lovingly handed her the curry, pampering and reminding her to 

eat with love. Soon they both departed like Jack and Rose in Titanic.  
 

He reached the hostel exactly at dinner time and all his hostel mates were waiting for him to open the curry 

and pickle he brought from home. He entered his room and bought the Axone pickle with a smile.  

Prior to dinner, his roommate had told everyone that they were all going to have chicken curry brought by Mr 

Shakti.  Everyone ate the pickle in complete silence and departed from the dining room.  
 

Meanwhile Mr. Shakti was lost in thoughts thinking about his sweet Cara. Suddenly a swift punch came from 

his roommate which landed on his arms. Perplexed he shouted ‘Ki hoishe dost?’   

His roommate finally replied ‘Sathi, when you go home tell your mom about us and say for your love story 

we gave up the Murki mangso.’  

MEMOIRS OF A COLLEGE BOY 



Mr. Puri was never a punctual person. He would always tell his friends waiting for him at sumo taxi stand 

(BOC TO JOTSOMA) that he would reach in a minute and comes after an hour. He was also a business guy. 

He had a girlfriend named Rakhi Sawant who studied in Baptist College, (one of the reasons why he doesn't 

reach any place on time). He always carries a colorful back bag weighting more than 10kgs. His friends were 

always curious to know what was inside the bag. 

One day he left his bag in the classroom and went for practical class. Seizing the opportunity, his friends si-

lently peeped inside his back and found Avon cosmetic products. His friends then inquired him about those 

products. He honestly told them that it was Rakhi's products and he was helping her sell those products. With 

extreme seriousness and boldness he told his friends that this will make him FINANCIALLY stable and he 

will live a comfortable life with her in future.  

Sadly, on the next day Rakhi broke up with him with an excuse that he was not a good businessman. From that 

day he became allergic to Avon products. He says "An Avon a day keeps the handsomeness away" 

   ************************************* 

Mr. Anil never dreamt of having a girlfriend. He doesn’t have a close female friend and was socially distant to 

his classmate girls as well. He has a best friend who keeps countless contact number of girls from the college. 

One day as he was going back home, he came across a lady of his choice called Zelda. Luckily his best friend 

had her phone number. So Mr Anil started texting her. She too replied him gracefully and their bond via 

WhatsApp grew stronger as day passes by, and they decided to meet. Mr .Anil invited Zelda to his house 

promising to gift her a cute puppy. Unknown to him, his mom was planning to sell the pup. 

One that particular day, Mr.Anil was alone as his family members had gone to their native village. He called 

her up and she came. Both of them had a lengthy talk about this and that. The whole day passed by like a min-

ute. And when it was time for her to leave, she asked for the puppy. Without any hesitation he gave her but 

with a condition to let him kiss her. The girl let him kissed her cheeks and she hurriedly left blushing.  Surpris-

ingly, after a day she never contacted him again. And till today his friends never know why. 

Meanwhile on her return, Anil mother noticed the puppy was missing. Anil parents then scolded him badly. 

However their scolding abruptly ended when he shouted back at them saying “Puppy is the evil root of all 

types of love." 

 ************************************* 

Mr. Imraan was one firm man who believes "True Love does exist".  The much awaited WinFest began and his 

department was in charge of the lover nest department. The gang leader of his friends (Anil, Puri and Shakti), 

Imraan made a wonderful plans with his three friends to let him enter the Lover Nest along with his crush Miss 

Hande. He wanted to make friendship with her or much more than that. He was ever ready to let his friends 

grab him and throw him in the nest. ‘I will pretend to resist if necessary’ he said. 

True to their plans, his friends brought him in the Lover Nest. He sat there waiting for her, making plans and 

wild imagination running on his mind. At last his friends brought a girl. Smiling from ear to ear, he peeped out 

to see. 

Unfortunately his friends decided to prank him and they brought a wrong girl. Being in the same department 

with him, Imraan friends also increased the price of roses and chocolates by 5 times .After that incident his 

trust towards his harami friends lowered. However, on the last day of WinFest he was surprised to see his 

friends bringing her and marching toward the nest along with him. He smiled. She smiled. Shyly. 

Happy Imraan became poetic and ended the story with a Quotation "Best friends make the bad times good 

and the good times unforgettable"  

The End .   

 ~  4men ( year  2013-16) 
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RUNNING THROUGH THE MEMORY LANE 
 

 

 

Kohima Science College is not only an institution to educate but I call it my “Second Home”, “little paradise”. 

The prestigious institute it is; bestowed with serene nature and its mesmerizing beauty to behold, the social 

environment with the humbled and selfless inhabitants. Life in the campus had its own ups and downs that 

never failed to amaze me. Taking from the four seasons in a day to the cute samosas in Avino Hotel, to the 

peaceful evening walks, from the strong February winds that could push afar even a heavy weight person like 

me to the super beautiful cherry blossoms of November; every element had its significant in my memory lane 

of KSCJ. 
  

Starting my journey in Kohima Science College as a very shy and timid person, I graduated with a self confi-

dence higher than the tower behind the college. Not leaving behind my grades, it jumped up and down too; I 

experienced the lowest point of grades here as well as I had the joy to uplift it in time. My greatest fear wasn’t 

breaking down but failing to build up back. This place taught me all; from falling to standing up again, from 

crying at petty issues to laughing out loud later for the same cause, from saving up every penny to spending it 

for a plate of galho at Phezhu and later peeping through the empty wallet. The journey runs along with the 

various activities of EU-CCF-Tribal Fellowships-Tribal Unions-Hostel-College, pumping on the adrenaline 

rush at all times. One would surely complain for too many to handle at a go, but later smile along for the les-

sons we learnt through it, teaching each one of us how to be efficient at every point: the sacrifice of a leader, 

the value of a follower, the strength of a listener and the duty of a doer.  
 

The Five years journey of my life was more like a Five-Year planning of Indian Planning Commission: each 

term a new goal to execute but not all could succeed, but along the way I learnt that we have to go through 

failures sometimes. Life is not all roses, it has thorns too. 

Talking about the roses, the Fresher’s Social and Parting Social would be incomplete without anyone offering 

a rose to their admires, others might say its cheesy but we know how romantic it is to witness such occurrences 

{more if a friend is involve in it}. The decoration is so much awaited to be seen too. Adding to all this is the 

most excited part of the academic session that is the Winter Festival “WinFest”. The weather is usually at war 

with it, but it never drops down the excitement of the students or the faculties, drenched in the winter rain the 

players enthusiastically scores hyped up by the undying cheers from the other mates. No one is spared to have 

muddy shoes and yes, the various stalls set up by the various dept; among which the spectacular one is the 

LoveNest of the Geol-Geog dept, amidst the pleasant chaos to satisfy one’s hunger, there is the EU tea stall; 

with the most cheerful waiter and waitresses and the never tired chefs of the world.  
 

The start of the odd semester marks with the Student Council election, where I had a partial glimpse of how a 

general election worked in our society. Driving back on the academic track, the college got the most qualified 

lecturers who are supposedly more hard-working than the students itself. While some share a common humor 

with the students; the others are unique at their approach to teaching. Some drives at the speed of light, some 

walks with us along the speech, and some pushes us further to grow in knowledge; all in all a package of 

Dhamaka. 
  

The place as a whole has so much to offer; you just have to take your hand forward and grab the opportunity.  

“OMNIA VINCIT LABOR” 

 

-Geo-Chem 

2015-2018 
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 *Reported and complied by:  

 

Thejase-e Nagi 

Department of English,  

BA 4th Semester  
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World Environment Day is a day of celebration. It is a day upon which, for over forty years, people of the 

world have advocated and acted for a healthy environment. From campus clean-ups to mass tree-plantation, to 

conducting several competitions, our college too, has come a long way to stand shoulder-to-shoulder for our 

planet. 

Unlike the gone years, it was not made mandatory for the KSCJians to attend the celebration of the World En-

vironment Day which was held on 5th June, 2020, because we all stand in solidarity with those suffering from 

the global pandemic, and as a need to protect the sick, poor and the vulnerable from the worst ravage of the 

Covid-19 disease. 

This year, we couldn’t take it to the forests and streets but the lectures, staffs and a handful of students who 

resides in and around the campus region, gathered and responsibly, with great zeal did the least that we can 

from the college’s surroundings to the hostels and the roadsides, planting indigenous saplings and shedding off 

the weeds. 

Everyone came ready with spades, machetes, sacks and besoms. We assembled at 09:00 a.m., after which our 

own share of task for the day was assigned. Trees were planted in every nook of the departments where space 

allowed, flowers and trees were seeded in all the main hostels, and we added some efforts to keep the football 

ground clean and green. While all the works were processed, we also maintained proper social distancing and 

completed the works. 

The highlight of the afternoon was the refreshment served to all who attended and participated on the occa-

sion.  

The efforts will hopefully help in the pursuit of a healthier, happier and greener environment of the college. 

OMNIA VINCIT LABOR 

   

 

REPORT 
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BSc 1st Semester: 
Anthropology – 57 

Botany – 68 

Chemistry –67  

Geology –63 

Geography –61  

Mathematics – 70 

Physics – 65 

Statistics – 40 

Zoology – 75 

English – 33 

Computer Science – 45 

  

BSc 3rd Semester: 
Anthropology – 38 

Botany – 49 

Chemistry – 38  

Geology – 52 

Geography – 40 

Mathematics – 40 

Physics – 45 

Statistics – 20 

Zoology – 48 

English – 29 

Computer Science – 9 

 

BSc 5th Semester: 
Anthropology – 49 

Botany – 42 

Chemistry –33  

Geology – 41 

Geography – 46 

Mathematics – 51 

Physics – 38 

Statistics – 31 

Zoology – 42 

English – 17 

 

MSc 1st Semester  
Anthropology – 15 

Botany – 15 

Chemistry – 15  

Geology – 15 

Mathematics – 12 

Physics – 14 

Zoology – 15 

 

MSc 3rd Semester: 
Anthropology – 11 

Botany – 16 

Chemistry – 15  

Geology – 8 

Mathematics – 15 

Physics – 10 

Zoology – 12 

 

Total number of students in the college 

= 1630 
 

 

-Compiled by 

Ighadu P Zhimomi 

Information and Statistical 

Secretary 

Kohima Science College Student’s 

Union 
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Hi guys, Idi here. 
 

My entrepreneurial story is a very little and insignificant one to this bareh bareh sheher! It has, however 

helped me see the world in a different view. I remember how I prayed to God to help me become director in 

this business before graduation and then, I did give my best and leave the rest to Him. And He made me a 

Gold Director and starts my car program too. I'm actually amazed how God is being so generous to me, some-

body who is very very conjus. So today, I often say, 'my cup overflows' because indeed it does. A lot of people 

ask me what my secret is to this humble success. I'm a shy person so I never get to say exactly  what I feel 

but , there's really no secret to success. It’s transparent hard work. You're the secret ingredient. You have to 

believe that God will deliver great things in your life and you’ll be a story talked about even while you're wan-

dering catching butterflies in a flower garden. Remember how Joshua and Caleb believed that God will deliver 

the Promised Land while the others doubted it was too good for them. Don’t be the Ones who doubt. Because 

when you doubt, you fail the one who planned great things for you.  

 

Some people tell me I’ve changed after this entrepreneurship thing hit me. I would say, the way they look at 

me changed and not me. I've always been a stubborn girl with 'havanna ooh na na' as my dialers tune. I'm still 

that girl! I aim to promote financial independence among students and moms. I'm imagining if every student 

had a small part time job, we won't need scholarships as much and it can be used for a bigger cause, for the 

sector of the society who need it more, also, when you carry your own water, you know the value of every 

drop. We would all be a little wiser when we try to understand the purity and essence of hard work at its core. 

I will firmly, always promote success through hard work and smart work. Never settle for anything less than 

what you promised yourself and your loved ones never settle for a job where you work not with passion and 

excitement but because you have to. Your job becomes your second home and will stick with you till the end. 

Choose one that corresponds to your creativity - a job can be fun. 

 

 

Ididaule Ngia 

Digital Gold Director in Oriflame 

Founder of All About Beauty 

 

Follow her in Instagram at:  

@all_about_beauty 

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 

 

            A TALE OF TWO SUCCESSFUL STUDENT                                  

ENTREPRENEURS 

              OF KOHIMA SCIENCE COLLEGE 
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A Student-Entrepreneur's  Journey 
 

 

Joining Kohima Science College, one of the prestigious colleges of Nagaland is one of the great-

est blessings in my life. 

 

I've got so many first experiences from this college. One of these many experiences was becom-

ing a student entrepreneur.  I joined ORIFLAME in my BSc. 2nd year and it has transformed 

my life in the most beautiful way possible.  

 

It is even more beautiful because non of these things have I planned to happened.   

 

To be honest I was neither a loyal customer to ORIFLAME nor have I ever thought of being a 

student entrepreneur. Though I always liked the idea of part time job ORIFLAME never 

crossed my mind.  

 

After joining college there has been more free time for me compared to my Higher Secondary 

days. I spent my time reading wattpad, watching YouTube videos, movies etc. Whilst my friend, 

Eli was associated with oriflame and she was utilizing her free time there. One day she offered 

me to bring her points (product orders) and in return she would gift me oriflame watch. Seizing 

the opportunity I brought her the points and seeing the success, she registered me in ORI-

FLAME and that's how my journey began with ORIFLAME with zero knowledge about the 

products, system, and zero experience in Business world.  

 

This community of oriflame are the world most supportive and welcoming people. They taught 

me everything from the scratch, Training and mentoring me to take one step at the time.  

 

I still remember my first paycheck, it was 192 rupees but that little amount paved my way to 

the world of financial independence at this young age. I have also grown so much as a person, 

mentally, emotionally and in physical confidence via everything I go through in the business. 

 

In the end I would like to appeal all my friends, juniors and seniors to take courage to do some-

thing totally different from your type and get lots of experiences in your youth because the more 

you experience the wiser you will become. 

Omnia Vincit Labour 

 

Soihiam 

BSc 6th Semester 

Department of Chemistry 
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WE REMEMBER YOU 

 

 

We remember you in a thousand different ways  

 

We remember you running up to the classroom with your file in hand 
 

We remember you calling our names for no reason at all 
 

We remember you having lunch with us with the most satisfactory smile 
 

We remember you for the nick names that you have given 
 

We remember you for the stories that you have shared 
 

We remember your smile and cheer for the days we were beaten down 
 

We remember your kindness and compassion for when we needed a helping hand 
 

We remember your patience as you listened to us and gave us sublime advices 
 

We remember you as a person with one of the biggest and warmest hearts 
 

We remember you as a friend, as a brother, as a companion, as Roll number 14 of Sec-D 
 

But most of all, we remember you for insisting on doing everything under the sun in the name 

of “memories” 
 

Those were indeed the most beautiful and cherished times for all of us. 
 

We thank you for the friendship and love that you have blessed us with 
 

Although you are no longer with us, you will always remain alive in our hearts and in our 

memories. 
 

We will miss you forever.  
 

 

In memory of our dear friend, Sangtsahvṻ Thṻvṻry (Atsa) 

Department of Anthropology 2013-2016 

  

OBITUARY 
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‘Ohoi Good morning, morning khoi Nail cutter diwi ekbar’ will be his usual routine. Also for memory of the 

very childish and intimate relationship we spent together at KSCJ; Along, Henmei, Nokshen, Kenneth, 

Veprezo and Besupa on the last evening walk, (which was also to be the last time we were supposed to be 

together) while dropping him off on foot to P. R Hill from Jotsoma, bought him a nail cutter as a farewell gift.  

Then, came this moment where we all went silent for a moment, then cracking the silence jokingly, ehhhh, ari 

murijawole ase kwa nahoi toh na, aro lok pawo toh, we agreed to hold a reunion at the earliest..... 

Atsa was the most matured and understanding guy among us. He was fast to forgive and never did we for 

once see him get mad over any issue. He was always smiling. He was that one guy who had a very good rela-

tionship with everybody in the class and was liked and admired by all. 

Even among the circle, in his absence, we would keep praising him for being the most considerate and the 

kindest hearted guy. 

Nobody else would have handled the intensity and the weight of the insults and jokes that we direct at him bet-

ter than he does. 

Everything he did was for the welfare of his friends. He also always insisted whenever we do anything, 

eeeeeshhh its for memories, chalo let's do this. 
 

Atsa, 

Little did we know what u really meant when u said we are creating memories. 

Little did we know that you had pain hidden behind those smiles 

Little did we know you would leave us this early. 

What I could not understand most is why have u chosen a time as this to leave us. 
As childish as we were, little did we cared for our words and the consequences, so we kept joking to show our 

disapproval at a friend saying 'Ari tumi mura time, alak manu nahoi kina, apni laka sathi, ami han hi apni laka 

coffin bukhi wole ase hoh'...Shame on us we couldn't be there for you even at your last journey.  

Sathi apni toh ami han ki bia paishe ola, maff kuri wi De, dunya laka situation diktar hu ja para ahina last 

goodbye wi kowo naparey huishe. 
 

We are awestruck and saddened as much and we regret, to know that you have left us.  

May God take you in peace to be with Him in His eternal abode. 

For Reunion, see you at a Better time and Place where there will be no more pain or sorrows. 

RIP DOST 
 

- The Back Benchers 

Lt. Sangtsahvṻ Thṻvṻry (Atsa) 
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UNDERSTANDING LIFE THROUGH 

 

“UNDERSTANDING LIFE THROUGH MATHEMATICS” 

 

Are you trying to solve a problem in your life? Have you been trying but failing to understand things that are 

happening? 

A senior once said, “Life itself is mathematics... and i am able to perceive things better because of my dealings 

with this subject. We read the questions but don’t memorise them and instead, think of the best possible solu-

tion or the best way to tackle that problem. I simply don’t give up in my life because in math we don’t give up 

on finding a solution.” 

True indeed! I can relate it so much to my life as well 

“An equation for me has no meaning unless it expresses a though of God”, a great mathematician Ramanujan 

added. 

Math was a spiritual entity for him, yet not many mathematicians chose to view it so. 

Ever thought why Mathematics existed and what would be its sole purpose on this earth? 

 

 Of course, Math can be helpful for balancing your budget because you will have a good understanding 

of goOD to make sure that your costs are less than the money you have. 

 And yeah! It is great to go to a restaurant with a friend who can quickly divide a check in their mind 

(or need not be in their mind) to determine how much each person needs to pay to split the bill. [i.e. 

when one is not giving a treat ^^] 

 Also!! A great help while going for shopping [for example:- to quickly calculate a discounted price, or 

to determine whether you’ve been correctly charged when paying for a shoe at the store] 
 

You actually do not need a Ph.D in math to develop some quick mental arithmetic skills; it can help you in this 

and other areas of your life in the long run. 

In Math, problems become easier to solve when you have the basic root and know the formulae, theorems, 

lemma... to apply it. 

Remark: Wrong formulae can lead you to a wrong solution. 
 

Similarly, in life, we may have different problems but it all bottoms down to this – Do we have the founda-

tion? If so, how deep is that foundation? 

There is only one solid foundation i.e Jesus Christ. And if we want to have a firm foundation, we need to 

meditate on the word of God and live it out. 

As life tends to infinity, it is surely going to converge to a point i.e Heaven or Hell. 

There’s a saying, ‘Mathematics may not teach us how to add happiness or how to minus sadness. But, it does 

teach one important thing – Every problem has a solution.’ 

Yep! Indeed, in life, you and I face different problems but there is always a solution to it. 

REMEMBER to apply the right formulae 
 

TUSONULU LOHE  

MSc Mathematics (2012-2019) 
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UNDERSTANDING LIFE THROUGH 

 

UNDERSTANDING LIFE..... THROUGH PHYSICS.....  

 

Concept of Gravity Says...One can be Always Attractive.... 

 

Concept of Bulb Says Shinning is an out come of  Resistance..... 

 

Concept of Battery Says your Potential is because of both your Negatives & Positives.... 

 

Concept of Elasticity Says..there is a Limit to bear a Strain.... 

 

Concept of Half Wave Diode Rectifier Says ...Rectify your Negatives.... 

 

Concept of Quantum Says...whatever Hill,  Well or Barrier comes...u have Definite Probablity to come 

out.... 

 

Concept of Relativity Says...if U don't understand any body don't worry...put yourself in DIFFER-

ENT frame of reference.... 

 

Concept of e raise to x says, be cool don't get DIFFERENTIATED whatever worst happens... 

 

Concept of Interference Says...it can be Constructive / Distructive depends on Phase Relation........ 

 

Rukusu Yoho 

MSc 4th Sem Physics 
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Tamed: The Oxy-MORON 

 

Freshly baked bread from the morning bakery and chai in exotic china, the couch was comfort-

able like the womb and the smell from the green lavender candle calmed his nerves like you'd 

imagine a glass of sparkling champagne would. 'This mind is finally at peace', Mr Oxymo 

thought. He had been burnt to the core by work, and the constant babbles from his boss added 

to the misery. But this weekend, he was having it his way. He travelled a hundred and thirty 

seven miles just for a day alone in his cabin of "nothingness". He had his ill fated journal, his 

daily chai, and the self styled cabin with everything he needed to be an American (except that 

he was not one). 
 

The neighborhood was filled with silent strangers and Mr Oxymo loved the fact that they never 

bothered to know him. His job as a communicator required much more socialisation than he 

wanted. But this moment was life as it was meant to be: the pure Self with the possession of the 

most naked desires; subject to no other judgment but self. 
 

Charcoals from the fireplace were glowing red as if there was a small red bulb under each and 

it pleased him as far as his visual faculty was concerned. As the fire crackled, he nodded and as 

the fire crackled more, he nodded more. He was asleep.  
 

At about thirteen hours and ten, a loud commotion was passing through the cabin. There was a 

shabby man of forty, a crowd and lots of honks from the cars that took the road less travelled 

by. Mr Oxymo, no longer soothed by the candle and the crackles, woke up with a headache.  
 

Surprised by the aforementioned  
 

Unusual and provoked by the disturbances, he headed out with his rifle that was hanging on 

the wall, untouched for months.  
 

"HOW DARE YOU DENY ME MY PEACE! "  
 

A rifle shot in the air.  
 

"HOW DARE YOU!"  
 

No one in the crowd seemed as frightened or surprised as the shabby man. And except the 

Shabby man, everyone was armed with a weapon of some sort: There were people with rifles, 

swords, spears, pistols and what not. All against the shabby man. Why they were against him, 

no one knew. Mr Oxymo joined the crowd to find out why. 
 

 As he walked towards the man, he could see that the man had been beaten up. The elbows 

were bruised and his lips were swollen. He made a shy movement to hide his eyes as Mr Oxymo 

approached.  

"Why are they chasing you? What have you done wrong?", inquired Mr Oxymo.  
 

Nothing, I've done nothing wrong." replied an innocent voice.  

FICTION: STORY 
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"It can't be, the majority is never wrong. You must have done something wrong. So wrong that 

you deserve a death penalty", came a voice as intimidating as that of a beast.  
 

Surprisingly, this was Mr Oxymo himself. A cultured man of democracy, he considered himself.  
 

"You're all mad" cried the man.  
 

The crowd roared in anger.  
 

"Punish him and Banish him", chanted the crowd in unison. The cars honked and weapons 

clanked against weapons to form a beat that went along the chant. Mr Oxymo raised a hand the 

crowd was silenced.  
 

"Tell me why I should not punish and banish you?", asked Mr Oxymo.  

The sad man, looked Mr Oxymo in the eyes and said, "I bring reason and restoration to this 

world of self, I am Thought and I am Restoration . I am the Logic that weeps in every political 

debate, Reason that's being suppressed in the schools and churches and temples, the Rooster 

that crows no more. I am the Destruction to the naked desires of the self." 
 

The crowd fell silent. They knew that this man was insane. But they understood him. They had 

all in his shabby shoes before.  
 

" TAME HIM! TAME HIM! " 
 

They chanted in sympathy.  
 

Mr Oxymo joined them.  
 

As they were chanting, a small girl with a bowl appeared beside Mr Oxymo . Mr Oxymo disap-

peared into the crowd. The shabby man kneeled. The small girl dipped her tiny hand in the 

bowl and smeared a black paint over the eyes of the man.  
 

He was TAMED. 

 

Biro Sangtam 

Bsc 3rd Sem 

Dept of Computer Science 
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“It doesn't matter what line of work or profession we 

choose in life. If you're happy and content with it, then 

that's the best joy one could ever find. It doesn’t make 

sense working 9 to 5 almost every day of the week on a 

job that you were forced to work. Mix your passion 

with profession, that way you are happy and also earn-

ing from something you love doing.” 

 

-Moko Koza,  Nagaland based Musician (alumni of 

KSCJ) 

Follow him in Insta: 

 @mokokoza and subscribe to his YouTube channel: 

Moko Koza 

THOUGHTS 

(MUSICIAN PERSPECTIVE) 

Resilient 

 

Sadness seems to immaculate, 

When everything shatters, glue it, make it right 

Take a deep breath, 

Take calm as a sign, 

A sign you will perpetually reign. 

 

Vikhonu Tsukru 

BSc 5th SEM 

 

The message that I would like to share 

as a musician myself is: 

"Music is like a mother" 

It's there for you whenever you 

need it. 
 

Zaren, Nagaland based Musician 

(MSc Botany) 

 

Follow him in Insta: 

@zaren_yan and subscribe to his You-

Tube channel: Zarenthung Yan 

 

PROSAIC MUSING 
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SKETCH-TOONS 

SUBMITTED BY: VITONO NAGI 

BSc 5th Sem 

Dept of Chemistry 

For more of her amazing art-work, and for any or-
der, inquiries or commission please follow her on 
Instagram: 

@Vitono.art 
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SKETCHES 

Chemenag 

BSc 5th Sem 

Dept of Geology 

Submitted By:  

Tejosenu Rhetso 

BSc 5th sem(Mathematics) 
 

For more of her amazing art-work, and 

for any order, inquiries or commission 

please follow her on Instagram: 

@abella_rhetso 

Submitted By: 

Viphrezolie Sorhie 

MSc 4th Sem (Chemistry) 

For more of his amazing art-work, and for any order, 

inquiries or commission please follow him on Insta-

gram: 

@Viphre_sorhie_art 

“Engraved Pile of Old Vintage” 
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"CORONA THOUGHTS" 
 

Stay safe and stay at home, 
Enjoy family time and don't roam, 
Eat healthy home cooked food, 

Try to stay in a positive mood.  
 

Wash your hands for 20 seconds, 
Order online and stop all your errands, 
Santitize groceries, santitize veggies, 
Santitize fruits and santitize munchies. 

 

Indulge in some physical activity, 
It's high time you built your immunity,  

Talk to your family in person, 
If you are away use virtual connection. 

 

Read a book or cook a receipe, 
Believe me it is a great therapy, 

Do whatever you may like,  
But please stay inside . 

  

As the evil Corona is outside, 
Ready to give you a tough fight, 
It has spread across the world, 

Killing children, young and adult . 
 

The virus is secular and doesnt differentiate, 
Between christian, hindu, muslims, Sikhs or any state, 

Its favourite place is your lungs, 
Where it thrives and become strong. 

 

Our Doctors are working day and night , 
Please understand their plight, 

They are risking their lives for us, 
So that we live long without a fuss. 

 

Let's pledge to help them , 
By staying home and doing our part, 
Only you can stop it from spreading, 
While we all go through this together  

Stay home the world is begging. 
 
 

Nchumbemo Ngullie 
BSc 5th Sem 

Dept of Physics 

POETRY SECTION 
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COLLEGE KA SAFAR 

 

 

KISI MANZIL KI FIKAR NAHI THI 

FIKAR KARNE KI UMAR NAHI THI 

YAHA SE JAANE KA MANN NAHI THA 

PAR COLLEGE KI ZINDAGI AB KHATAM HOYI THI 

WOH AAKHIRI DIN, AAKHIRI PAL 

APNI CLASS MEIN JAB BAITHE THE 

KUCH KHO RAHA THA, KUCH MIL RAHA THA 

PAR USEY ITNI JALDI NAHI KHONA CHAHTE THE 

ABHI TOH YEH COLLEGE APNA LAGNE LAGA THA 

ABHI ISEY CHODH KE JAANA PADH RAHA THA, 

LAG RAHA THA AB ISKE BAAD KYA HOGA. 

INN KAMEENO DOSTO SE KHABI DOBARA MILNA HOGA? 

SAB IDHAR-UDHAR HO JAYENGE 

SHAYAD KUCH REH BHI JAYENGE 

PAR AISA BILKUL AISA MOMENT WAPAS KAHA BANA BAYENGE 

APNI COLLEGE KI KITNI KAHE THI, 

AAJ USSI COLLEGE KI YAAD AATI HAI 

WHEN I SEE THE DOORDARSHAN TOWER FROM BELOW KOHIMA TOWN MAKES ME REMEM-

BER THOSE COLLEGE DAYS EVEN MORE. 

HUM HAMESHA SE CHAHTE THE KI JALDI SE YAHA SE NIKAL JAAYE 

AB KHWAAHISH KARTE HAIN KI PHIR SE WOH PAL LAUT AAYE 

WOH DOSTO KE SAATH PEE HUYI CHAI YAAD AATI HAI 

WOH USS MAUSAM KI BAAR-BAAR, BARISH YAAD AATI HAI 

WOH EXAM SE PEHLE KI DUYAAEIN YAAD AATI HAI 

COLLEGE KHABI SAPNA THA PHIR APNA HUA 

PHIR PARAAYA HOGAYA 

CAME HERE LIKE A STANGER, 

BUT TAKING BACK TONS OF MEMORIES NOW 

AND THOSE MEMORIES DID MADE A PLACE IN OUR HEART 

FOR WE WILL BE GOING ON OUR DIFFERENT PATHS NOW IN CHASING OUR DREAMS 

THOSE DAYS WILL FOREVER BE CHERISHED ALWAYS 

LONG LIVE KOHIMA SCIENCE COLLEGE 

“OMNIA VINCIT LABOR” 

 

-MOATOSHI LONGKUMER 

MSc. 4th SEMESTER 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

 

POETRY SECTION 
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"A Wonderful Journey With You"! 
 

 

Oh, what a marvelous love it is; 

Having a journey with you, 

We were strangers from different walks yesterday, 

But today, you've become someone I adored most. 

Never expected nor knew it'll be! 
 

If this be a dream I'm dreaming; 

Make me not wake up from the sleep, 

That I'll have you by my side forever 

And you'll have me by your side till my last breath! 
 

Be my guider, be my mentor:  

Correct me when I do wrong, 

Help me stand firm if I'm to fall astray, 

Make me see the beauties of life I haven' tknew 

Take me for adventures, visit new astonishing places and enjoy its wonderful heritage. 

Do make me feel the loves I never felt 

And do never stop falling in love with me! 
 

As days passes by and we keep moving ahead; 

My heart's love always lingers and stuck around you, 

My mind always thinks about you 

And my eyes bring you close to me even when wide open. 

Can't even imagine nor express more about this love. 

That just knock me down into the blessed and beautiful love I'm with you! 
 

 

-By MAZHU/MARVELTRAKHA!!!! 
 

 

 Glossary:- 

 

a. Marvelous:- Causing great wonder, extraordi-

nary. 

b. Strangers:- A person whom one does not know 

with one who is not familiar. 

c. Yesterday:- Here, refers to the past.  

d. Today:- Here, refers to the present. 

E .Adored:- Love and respect (someone) dearly. 

f. Dream:- A series of thoughts, images and sensa-

tions occurring in a person's mind during sleep. 

g. Breath:- The power of breathing, life. 

h. Guider:- A person who guides. 

i. Mentor:- A mentor may help with exploring ca-

reers and setting goals. 

 

j. Firm:- Strongly felt and unlikely to change.  

 

k. Astray:- Away from the correct path or direction. 

l. Adventures:-An unusual and exciting or daring ex-

perience. 

m. Wonderful:- Inspiring delight, pleasure or admira-

tion. 

n. Lingers:- Be slow to disappear or die. 

o. Wide:- Of great or more than average width. 

p .Express:- Convey (a thought or feeling) in words or 

by gestures and conduct. 

q.Knock:-  Collide with someone 
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Time passes by as quickly as a river; 

That flows down straight to the ocean, 

Which can't return to the stream anymore, 

Like that of wonderful memories made   (4) 
 

Though only few moments spend together 

That's full of melancholic tastes. 

And often reminds me of her each time I recollect 

Thy childhood days. 

For were memories with a charming Soul!  (8) 
 

But, took our own path too early for we were too 

young then; 

Sooner, Thy couldn't stop thinking of her, 

Though never talk again even passes by, 

But peep her from behind with a tragic smile over 

me  12) 
 

For Thy with many Souls around. 

Wondering if she've forgotten of Thy, 

Whom she gave marvelous memories 

Though spend little moments with Thy!  (16) 
 

Seeing her with someone, hurt Thy heart 

For she was whom I adored for the first time! 

Meetingherinconferenceafterbeingadults: 

Another moment of joy and happiness.  (20) 
 

For thousands of days, more often years passed by 

in a blink. 

Start visiting her camp late at night; 

If she happen to wait for Thy visit to her. 

Met Souls gathered outside tents near fire,  (24) 
 

But never saw the only beautiful Soul Thy heart 

desire to see again. 

Passing by her side with mates with smiles; 

But Thy heart beats lingers only around her, 

Eyes blinded, seeing her in imaginations  (28) 
 

And Thy mind never stop thinking of her 

Like Thy do want and longed for her so long 

For it was more often years loving her! 

Which couldn't be expressed nor exposed!  (32) 
 

If you're someone's bride, partner tomorrow 

Some kids mom, others' in-law; 

Thy pray and hope life treat you kind, 

Wish nothing from you,    (36) 

But the best in everything ahead of you. 

For Thy loves never to be gone. 

If you shall need a hand of mine anytime, 

I'll be glad to give my hands to you                            

(40) 
 

For you'll forever have this poor man by your side. 

Oh, the love Thy adored, a Soul Thy loved; 

Go, see the beauties of life ahead of you, 

Catch them an you desire to be with,                         (44) 
 

For you have the "Will" no more to me 

Though Thy love from the core to the surface of Thy 

heart. 

This love and Soul never to be forgotten. 

Do think of Thy when you too think of love!   (48)                    
 

Sooner or later, these days be gone, become today's 

memories tomorrow; 

Becomes more memorable and adorable 

For we're grown-ups and confessed our feelings to each 

other 

Though you have no heart to be mine.       (52) 
    

Oh, do keep me alive in your heart for ever till then! 

(53) 
 

-Mazhu/MarvelTrakha!!!!!! 
 

Glossary:- 

Stream:- A small, narrow river. 

Melancholic:- Feeling or expressing pensive sadness. 

Thy:- Here, I, me or my. 

Peep:- A quick or furtive look. 

Tragic:- Causing or characterized by extreme sorrow 

or distress. 

Marvelous:- Extremely good or pleasing; splendid, as-

tonishing. 

Adored:- Love and respect (someone) deeply. 

Tents:- A portable shelter made of cloth, supported by 

one or more Poles and stretched tight by cords or loops 

attached to pegs Driven into ground. 

Lingers:- Be slow to disappear or die. 

Imaginations:-The part of the mind that imagines 

things. 

Will:- The capability of conscious choice and decision 

and intention. 

"A Love Thy Adored And A Soul Thy Loved"! 
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Abigail Ezung 

BSc 6th SEM (Dept of Chemistry) 
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CRUCH MADNESS 
 

Crazy little mind madness; 

How do I still remember the day my eyes saw you; 

Since the first day of college life, complete stranger but I had a crush on you. Our accidental 

talk makes me the happiest being. Of all the beautiful and amazing creation, you are the most 

handsome and I admire you the most. 

Thank you! for existing in this life. 
 

Crazy little heart madness; 

How could I forget, when you gave me the oranges, 

Making my cheeks redden like a blushing blossom roses; greediness wishing to keep it without 

sharing with friends; yet swallowing it was like a magic love spell.  

Thank you! for making my heart flutter unknowingly. 
 

Crazy little love madness; 

How i do gather up the courage at the eleventh hour going into the love nest and exchanged red 

roses. Memories still fresh inside unlike the rose, although dried up not withered. Those sweet 

night talks and walk over my hostel. 

Thank you! for being the kindest. 
 

Crazy smile madness of yours; 

The day you smiled and waved at me in spite the distance, only heaven knows the happiness 

inside me making my whole body numb. Butterflies all ran inside my stomach as I shared it to 

my besties. 

Thank you! for always being the source of my happiness.  
 

The author can be contacted in Instagram: 
 

@star.rywriting 

2018 

The way you look at me is a remedy, 
And when you speak, your voice creates a perfect harmony, 

Your laughter is my favourite melody, 
You heartbeat sounds like a symphony, 

And to me, your mind is a beautiful mystery, 
You and I, can create a perfect love story! 

 
~Zilia  

LINES AND THOUGHTS 
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I believe in the future 

And I don’t care if other people laugh at 

me for it 

Your wild running passion make you 

sparkle.  

You’re blinding me, but I still want to 

watch  

Somehow you give me a sense of beauty 

I am really stuck on you WOW! 

The end of a dream that is like no other,  

I’ll chase it 

Until that dramatic movement is in my 

grasp 

You’re all I need to have the strength to 

believe, 

Believe in Wonderland. 

The shape of a dream that resemble no 

other  

I’ll capture it and capture it again 

However crazy they seem. 

I’ll be following that warm feeling to 

Reach you and I won’t stop till I get 

there, 

I run towards paradise, there is no limit 

to us  

We have the power of love 

And we don’t wanna live ordinary lives  

We have the chance to live in Paradise 

Believe in Wonderland! 
 

Kalivi H. Chophy 

BSc 6th Semester  

Department of Anthropology 

LINES AND THOUGHTS 
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Seniors I have something for you 

 

I could remember  

Talking to my senior in my hostel  

With a bit of fear  

Sigh! 

When brother Saku 

Called me 

I thought he would bully me  

Such was my fear  

He just told me things in a very friendly way,  

And than when brother Moilong (games and 

sports secretary), 

and some other seniors came for a visit, 

It did scare me a bit, 

But I still can remember how they talked with us  

In a very clear way, for a minute I forgot he was 

my senior... 

Such are my seniors 

Respected seniors 

 

One thing I would boast around about my college 

is about the seniors I have in the college 

All the seniors... 

 

I want to tell something to the outgoing batch... 

As I look back  

I could remember  

The fresher's day, how you seniors worked late till 

night, 

To make that day a great event, a memorable one 

 

The immediate senior, there is still a year,  

But outgoing seniors,  

How I wish I could host, organise a great farewell 

day for you all, like the day u welcomed me as a 

fresher.... 

Still hoping to make it possible but no one knows 

what will happen in just a blink of an eye.. 
 

How I wish,to greet you as u enter the hall 

How I wish, I could cheer for you all  

 

How I wish,I could get a good bye hug 

How I wish, I could give u a token of appreciation for 

you all  
 

But after every dawn,  

There is a new day that waits... 

I hope and it's a prayer I make  

That what I wish,  

Will do come true.. 
 

I want to write down some lines for you all  
 

ArrshhhKiyahain 

Hum ayethey, thoreydaar k Saath 

Kya BATA tha, tum dogeyhamareySaath... 

Guru,vaktitnajaldguzaar Gaya, 

Alvidakehene key vakt a Gaya.. 

Kabhinabhulengey, tumhe 

YadoonmeihamishaSaathrahenge... 

Kabhinacharnahamareyhaath, 

Jaha bi jaogey, Khushrehena 

Duwanyehhamisharahega 

Khushraho... 

Jab taakyehsaaseychalega, 

Hamarapyar,aap logo key Saathrahega... 
 

 

Dear seniors lots of love from our side, 

Thank you so much for everything you guys did for us  

God bless you all  
 

Untill we meet.... 

Rightly said by  

Robert Southey 

“No distance of place or lapse of time can lessen the 

friendship of those who are thoroughly persuaded of 

each other’s worth.”  
 

Seniors 
 

Saying goodbyes is such a crazy thing! Promise this, 

that this is not the end of everything. I know you will 

always come to see and to get some advice and remem-

ber it’s not free, you will be missed 
 

-Tekhe Kapfo 

BSc Physics 

“Respected Seniors” 
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QUOTES 
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SPIRITUAL REALM 

                            

     WHAT’S YOUR PURPOSE IN LIFE? 

 

      Do you ever look out and stare at the stars and realized how big our universe is? And realized how small 

you are? Do you ever stopped and ponder what’s the meaning of your life is? Do you ever ponder what’s your 

purpose is? Do you ever feel like you are in a journey in life and don’t know where you are heading? 
         

Is the purpose of your life to make name for yourself? - To be heard, to be seen by millions. Most people 

spend their whole life chasing after the worldly desires. The consequences outcome of running after the 

worldly desires is that you will lose your identity of who you are and ultimately you will have no true purpose 

in life. What many people want is self- gratification, all they want is to be liked and accepted, in this way, 

their self-worth purpose  of living start solely based on how many social media likes they gets. They will find 

themselves being victims of living a life of, ‘self image’ which lead them to live a life of, ‘self-comparison’ 

where they won’t get satisfaction over what they have and will always want more and more and lead into de-

pression.  However, if you start believing in God and if you believed you are created by God for a purpose, 

then only you’ll able to live fully and find your inner peace.  God love you so much. He created you for a 

‘specific purpose’. He knew you even before you were conceive in your mother’s womb. He cared you so 

much about the life you are living. You are a beautiful masterpiece of God. Therefore, you are created in 

God’s image to live a life of purpose, to do extraordinary things for the glory of God.  
     

If you give yourself completely to God, you’ll be truly at peace. Everybody eventually surrender to something. 

If you don’t surrender your life to God, you will surrender to something rather your ego, money, lust, resent-

ment, pride, fear or expectations of others. You are designed to worship our God, our creator. When Jesus died 

on the cross for you, he said,’ it is finished’. You are set free in Christ. You know your true friend will cele-

brate you once in a year on your birthday. But heavenly father celebrate you every day for the life of yours. 

You are His child, He loves you unconditionally. In life you have two paths where you can choose; you can 

either choose to walk with God where you’ll live happily with God eternally, or you can choose to walk a path 

of loneliness, where you won’t ever have relationship with God and it will destroy you.  
   

Anything your name is attached to, live a life in such a way that everything you do, you’ll do it for the glory of 

God. God has given us all different talents to serve others, used it for the glory of God. Don’t be afraid to 

unlock more and more talents. You never know how great you are at something until you try it. 
  

Once you put your faith in God and you trust Him whole heartedly, you will start to live a life without fear. 

You’ll realise that all things are possible with God and that God’s Holy Spirit is inside you. Do you ever real-

ized that God who created the heaven and the earth, have full power to choose  where to live? He chose to live 

inside of you. Your body is a temple of God and you have Holy Spirit living inside you. If you live a life to 

seek the Lord with all your heart, you’ll find Him.  

 

Seek God with all your heart, with all your soul and live a life of purpose for the glory Of God.  

 

BY- K.M 
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Which one are you among them? 
 

A Wise son or a foolish son?  
 

~ A wise son makes his father proud of him; a 

foolish one brings his mother grief. Intelligent 

people talk sense, but stupid people need to be 

punished. The wise get all the knowledge they 

can, but when fools speak, trouble is not far 

off. Anyone who spread gossip is a fool. The 

more you talk, the more likely you are to sin. 

If you are wise, you will keep quite. It is fool-

ish to enjoy doing wrong. Intelligent people 

take pleasure in wisdom.  (Proverbs 

10:1,13,14,18,19 & 23). 
 

Do you work with honesty or dishonesty? 
 

~ Wealth that you get by dishonesty will do 

you no good, but honesty can save your life. 

Honest people are safe and secure, but the dis-

honest will be caught. It is the Lord’s blessing 

that makes you wealthy. Hard work can make 

you no richer (Proverbs 10: 2,9,22&29). 
 

Which one profit you “lazy” or “hard work”? 
 

~ being lazy will make you poor, but hard 

work will make you rich. Never get a lazy man 

to do something for you, he will be as irritating 

as vinegar on your teeth or smoke in your eyes 

(Proverbs 10: 4&26). 
 

Are you a good man or a wicked man? 
 

~ The Lord will not let good people go hungry, 

but he will keep the wicked  

from getting what they want. A good man will 

receive blessings. A wicked man's words hide 

a violent nature. Good people will be remem-

bered as a blessing, but the wicked will soon 

be forgotten.  A good man's words are a foun-

tain of life but a wicked man's words hide a 

violent nature. A good man's words are like 

pure silver; a wicked man's ideas are worth-

less. A good man's words will benefit many 

people, but you can kill yourself with stupid-

ity. 

 The righteous get what they want, but the 

wicked will get what they fear most. Storms 

come, and the wicked are blown away. Obey 

the Lord, and you will live longer. The 

wicked die before their time. The hopes of 

good men lead to joy, but wicked people can 

look forward to nothing. Righteous people 

will always have security, but the wicked 

people will not survive in the land. Righteous 

people speak wisdom, but the tongue that 

speaks evil will be stopped. Righteous people 

know the kind thing to say, but the wicked are 

always saying things that hurt (Proverbs 10: 

3,6,7,11,20,21,24,25,27,28,30,31&32). 
 

Are you a sensible man or not? 
 

~ A sensible man gathers the crops when they 

are ready; it is a disgrace to sleep through the 

time of harvest. Sensible people accept good 

advice. People who talk foolishly will come 

to ruin (Proverbs 10: 5&8). 
 

Do you listen to people when you are corrected? 

Do you usually admit that you are wrong? 
 

~ People who listen when they are corrected 

will live, but those who will not admit that 

they are wrong are in danger (Proverbs 

10:17). 
 

A Man of  Love or Hate? 
 

~Love is what I chose.  

~Because, hate stirs up trouble, but love over-

looks all offences.  A man who hides his ha-

tred is a liar (Proverbs10:12&18). 
  

 Do you have an everlasting foundation? 

Be a wise son, work with honesty, always work hard, 

be a good man and woman, be a sensible person, lis-

ten to people when you are corrected because some-

times we can be at wronged and lastly, always have 

love for one another. 

As Proverbs 10:10 says, “Someone who holds back 

the truth causes trouble, but one who openly criti-

cizes works for peace.    
 

~ ELO LIZZY KADETE 

EVERLASTING FOUNDATION (PROVERBS 10: 25) 
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FINDING GOD’S HAND 
 

Have you ever searched for something in one spot but as you can’t find it you go looking elsewhere, 

only to come back to the same spot and find it there...the item was there the entire time, you just did-

n’t see it. 
 

Well, this kind of situations sums me up finding God’s hand in the events of my life. When I was 

seeped in a situation, I would search for God and not find Him. When the things I dreaded happened, 

I felt like He was absent but as I look back to those situations, I see He was present all along.  
 

Once I was conversing with my friend about his church. He told me that it was a difficult but miracu-

lous journey, and when they look back at the church’s growth, they see God’s hand in everything. 

Looking back instead of seeing the difficulty, the long hours of efforts etc they saw more of God's 

hand. This got me to sit and reflect on my own life so far. And to sum it up,  

I realized this: Throughout so many past events, I can see nothing but God’s hand in all, especially in 

those times when I thought He was absent! All along, His knowledge, insights and plans were greater 

than mine.  

Both the good and bad experiences, unexpected twists and turns all worked together beautifully to 

shape my life. I never knew my bad experiences would contribute to my purpose, but it did. When I 

look back especially at my bad experiences I don't see or feel much of the hurt, pain or efforts but i 

see more of his hand guiding me. As I pondered on how and where exactly He was present, I see 

Him in the life of the people close to me, in the friends and dear ones I talked to, even in both major 

situations and mere happenstance that lead me and in what Jesus taught through His life and Word. 
 

Each of us has a unique story to tell but it all speaks about the same love of God and how great of a 

weaver He is. I like to say we are all strings been woven into something. We are pulled, stitched, 

dyed, poked and even interlaced to form an intricate pattern, a part of a grander design.  
 

As I looked into the heart of the Grand Weaver, I see that His hands were already there, not only in 

my life but before the start and fall of this world, and 2000 years ago when He put His Only Son on 

the cross to create a way for mankind to be reconciled with God and enter eternity.  
 

He’s so great that the heavens and earth can’t contain Him, but He so humbly bends down to every-

one’s life individually and over flowingly. 
 

When we realize how far God’s hand can stretch for determining the purpose we will serve, for 

moulding us, even deciding our people and family, to the extent of aligning and interweaving His 

Son’s fate with ours, we see how much work God has put into, orchestrating it all and we also see the 

grand grace-filled design.  
 

It took a long time for me to understand His hand in my Life. I always thought life is vague and I 

kind of question everything. That’s because I put human thoughts and self-righteousness before His 

higher ways and thoughts which exceeds far beyond my knowledge so I am trying to have faith be-

fore the answer is given, to submit myself to His will and I realise that my everyday small blessings 

are a sum of a big miracle weaving into something grand. 
 

May we walk by faith and not by sight! 

                                                                                                                                             

~ AVIBUNUO ~ 

SPIRITUAL REALM 
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        “I CAN’T CARRY ON ANY LONGER!” 
 

“Yes, you would never understand what I’m battling!” yelled me inside. Felt despised, neglected, lonely...no 

one would get me, my pain. NO ONE, was what I have poisoned my mind with. I would read and meditate on 

the word of God and would be blessed but only to find myself trap again. Yes, I was like the seed on the 

thorny bush. Sadness and sorrow of this world would fill me all over right after the blessing. That was going 

on for many years. 
 

I am one of the victims from another broken relationship like you. So much has happened in my life as well 

and I was so blinded by the worldly desires and pains. I have thoughts that are of this world and not from God. 

Anyway, long-story short, I came to know more about Christ while I was in my higher sec. school through a 

friend (an Angel. God bless you). However, God opened my eyes after joining KSCJ. So much has happened 

ever-since, amidst lots of ups and downs (still). But now I have realised that “I can do all things through 

Christ who gives me strength.”  
 

I still battle with lots of things. I am not a perfect spiritual girl. At times I condemn myself and hate myself so 

much that I would question God for all the things I’ve done, as though it was His mistake. All along it was my 

choice. See, lied by the father of lies. I took God’s love for granted and gave myself to the devil by permitting 

him to pour more lies into my mind. Still, God loves me. 

Ps. 34: 18 says, “The Lord is close to the broken – hearted and saves those who are crushed in spirit.” 

Amen. 

 

Throughout my “valley of the shadow of death”- experience, I had the most tragic and terrified feeling that 

God has left me forever to doom...I cannot express how sorrowful my soul was at that point. Then with the 

thought I decided to open my Bible with just one hope – to find God’s message.   

Brothers and Sisters, this was what God told me, “Since you are precious and honoured in my sight, and be-

cause I LOVE YOU, I will give men in exchange for you, and people in exchange for your life.” (Is. 43:4) 

and more from Is. 62:3, Zeph. 3:17 and Jer.31:3 Oooohhh...the Love of God!  

 

You may have thoughts that say you cannot carry on any longer for a reason or more, I don’t know or allow 

yourself to think you’re the worst because of all the untold things you have said or done...but hold on...listen 

to God, ignore the lies. He will use you one day for who you are now because His word response “God chose 

the foolish things of the world to shame the wise; God chose the weak things of the world to shame the 

strong.” (1Cor. 1:27) If you have no purpose from God, why would the evil burden you this big?  

 

Family, in these last days, it is either going to be you alone or you and God. No one would be able to change 

another person only Christ, however, your choice. The Bible tells us that in these last days, men would be 

lover of themselves, disobedient to parents, etc. but hey, it is not too late, alright? “If you seek Me with all 

your heart, you will find Me.” (Jer. 29: 12,13) and “Delight yourself in the Lord and He will give you the 

desires of your heart.” (Ps. 37: 4) 
 

May God forgive me if I have sought my own mind, Amen.                                                                                 

~ Seeking Love 

SPIRITUAL REALM 
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SPIRITUAL REALM 

     

DEPRESSION AND JESUS. 

 

Who would have thought I would think such a thought? I knew so well there is a heaven and there is a place 

called hell. For some reason, I wasn’t scared of death anymore. To put it bluntly, I wanted to get rid of myself 

from this world. A number of times the whisper of the devil would fill my body. I was at my darkest moment. 

I developed breathing problem and I felt so cold. My heart would go so icy cold that I had to keep something 

warm near my chest or sometimes I would hug myself so tight and cried inside. I couldn’t shed tears outside 

for some reason. I was death inside. All these happened because I have rebelled God. But God in all His maj-

esty and glory and grace, He forgave me completely and time and again, I am convinced not to look back be-

cause God forgives and forgets.  

 

In my alarm I said, “I am cut off from your sight!” Yet you heard my cry for mercy when I called to you for 

help. Psalm 31:22  

 

My dear friends, today I have a message to tell you. No amount of weapon formed against you shall prosper, 

why? Because you are a child of God and your body is a temple of God. What would you gain harming your-

self? And always keep in mind, depression is not just a word, it is so much than a feeling or emotion. As you 

battle, battle with Jesus by your side because you cannot do it alone. To the people who is a little new to this, 

do not take it for granted. Try to reason out and TALK with the person in need. YOU do not know what little 

thing you could do to that person. Best Advice is- speak the love of God and pray for that person.  

 

“Never will I leave you; never will I forsake you.” Heb. 13:5  

 

(Pray for me and for one another always in Jesus Christ, My Saviour)   

                                                                          

~ Anonymous ~ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Footnote: These are some contributions from two groups – Prayers For India (PFI) and Motivational Group 

(MG). I thank you all so much for your blessings shared via articles. May God bless you all and to the readers 

as well. Another ‘Thank you’ to the literary club for giving us this opportunity to share our testimonies and the 

love of God.  

Finally, there is One and Only Person who deserves all praises above all name- Jesus Christ, without Him, 

everything would remain futile and it is not by works lest men should boast, but by His grace. May the grace 

of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ be with you all, Amen.) 
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EPIC MOMENTS 
Who says are lecturers aren't funny? 

 

Below are some of the adorable and funny moments of our teachers, 
Collected from various sources. 

For Entertainment purpose only! 

ONLINE CLASS TROUBLE? 

SWAG! 
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SURVEY 
To further strengthen the online education, online class etc., a short survey was conducted to students on the 

topic, ‘Pros and Cons of Online Class. Suggestion for improvement, if any.’ While 100% of students has 

expressed their appreciation to lecturers for taking online classes,  Some few selected feedbacks are given be-

low. 

Medium Used for Online class in KSCJ: 

-Google Meet, Google Classroom, Telegram, Zoom and WhatsApp 

PROS 

 Easier to learn when someone is talking to you 

 Bring education right to our home 

 Offer flexibility and individual attention. 

 Promote life long learning 

 Because one’s perspective because of various 

studying platforms. 

 Enables a comfortable interaction with teachers. 

CONS 

 Network inconvenience in most places 

 A little distraction, you miss important explana-

tion 

 Problematic for those who are not tech-savvy.  

 Inability to conduct practical class because prac-

tical's are MVP’s of Science 

 Online class create a sense of isolation 

SUGGESTIONS  

 Pre-recorded videos and audios for future references will surely benefit the students. 

 Setting up a white board while teaching or some live classes in Youtube. 

 Tallying attendance basing on online class is unfair for those with unstable network connection. 

 Lately cases of depressing has increased at an alarming rate. It will be good to have an article from the stu-

dent counseling committee. 

The pandemic Covid-19 has paused 

almost all activities for the human 

population but with just the survival 

needs and basic essentials, we're 

gradually adapting to this whole phe-

nomenon.   The education sector 

across the globe along with the other 

sectors is at halt. Schools, colleges, 

Universities and institutions have 

been shut, however with the internet 

accessibility; we are able to resume 

classes with the little we can. In such 

difficult times, the only possibility is 

through virtual learning. Online 

mode of classes is helping students to 

attend class lectures within the com-

forts of home also not awaiting the 

pandemic to be over which in   

Particular is very optimistic to-

wards the situation.                             

But along with its positive impact, 

there are also a few drawbacks to 

this i.e poor connectivity for stu-

dents in rural areas, inability to 

reach out to every student indi-

vidually, teachers are unable to 

assess the students response as to 

how well the lessons are grasped, 

lack of mutual interaction within 

the virtual classroom etc. We are 

all amateur to this but we deem 

the efforts of our teachers despite 

all the obstacles they've been tra-

vailing to reach out to the student 

community. Stating to all these, I 

would like to propound on two                

suggestions if it could be of any 

help to improvise the virtual 

classes:  

1) Pre-made videos of class lec-

tures                           

2) Setting up a white board can 

be a recourse to help better 

teaching. Or live classes via 

YouTube 

Thankyou!! 
      

To all the KSCJAINS, Stay 

healthy, stay safe! Everyone's 

fighting through this pandemic 

and hoping that we'll certainly 

be back again to our normal 

days. 

-BSc 3rd SEM 

Anthropology 
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LOCK DOWN  

INNOVATION 

SENSITIVE EARTHQUAKE DETECTOR 

With a number of seismic activities felt in some major earthquake prone areas, the necessity to safeguard the 

lives of people is the need of the hour. Predicting an earthquake is very difficult. Therefore, an early seismic 

wave detection system is required. Post-earthquake, the structural damages to some buildings and workplace 

that uses/houses hazardous materials and appliances renders the buildings risky for rescue or recovery opera-

tions. 

A sensor is developed to counter this problem. This will ensure that people are alerted about earthquakes and 

at the same time, shutting down of hazardous appliances, gas related appliances, mechanical devices etc take 

place.   

Before an earthquake arrives (the ones that wobbles you) a small seismic wave is recorded by a seismograph. 

This is a P-wave and is non-destructive. Humans can’t detect this wave. To detect this seismic wave an accel-

erometer is used. An accelerometer is a sensor that measures the relative acceleration exerted on it in three 

axis (X,Y,Z). This will measure the movement of the ground. 

The accelerometer sensor used here is called MPU-6050. To interface with this sensor for acquiring data, a 

popular microcontroller is used. My personal favourite in the world of embedded electronics the Arduino uno. 

The flowchart below gives the basic function of the detector/sensor. 

The accelerometer samples out three raw data for acceleration in x, y and z axis. To modify these data for 

processing a simple algorithm is created by programming the microcontroller.  

Image: The image on the left shows a working prototype of the earthquake detector. 

The purpose of the components shown at the right side of the breadboard is to run some seismic wave simula-

tions, and is not a part of the detector 
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LOCK DOWN  

INNOVATION 

Accelerometer Buzzer 

Led array 

555 IC 

Arduino UNO 

microcontroller 

 

What are the components used? 

 

The sensor consists of a microcontroller(Arduino UNO), an accelerometer(MPU 6050), led array(for visual 

output), 555 IC timer in monostable mode and a buzzer(for audible output).  

 

How does it work? 

 

The microcontroller reads the data from the accelerometer and modifies it using an algorithm. Once the data 

from the accelerometer crosses a threshold (P-wave detected), it triggers an output signal to the I/O interface 

of the microcontroller. The output here isan array of leds to display the intensity of the P-wave. A buzzer is 

attached to the output pin of a 555ic timer whose trigger is set by the output of the microcontroller. The buzzer 

goes high for a time set by the 555 timer when the said threshold is exceeded. 

The output can be made to drive relays to divert/kill power, stop a water or gas valve etc. 

The flowchart for the algorithm is given below. 
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LOCK DOWN  

INNOVATION 

Designed and Innovated by: 

A Zulo Kishi 

BSc 6th SEM 

Dept of Physics 

Read acceler-

ometer data 

Calibrate the microcontrol-

ler using stationary data 

obtained from accelerometer 

Comparing calibrated values 

to real time accelerometer 

Checking if real time 

data exceeds certain 

threshold 

Displays the inten-

sity of threshold via 

led array if ex-

ceeded 

Sends output to re-

lay, buzzer alarm. 
Threshold if 

not exceeded 

Applications: 

1. In factories where flammable gas is used, the detector can stop valves before any damage occurs.  

2. All electrical line connections can be made to shut off so that fires don’t erupt. 

3. Manufacturing units/assembly can be powered down without any human intervention.  

 4. As the delay between P and S waves(destructive waves) ranges from 60-90 seconds for major earth-

quake, the detector can give an early signal for evacuation and preparation once the P wave is detected. 

Limitations: 

The detector may read false data triggered by surrounding disturbances like running vehicles, constructions 

near the detectorerror within the accelerometer etc. To counter this, three or more detectors can be used to 

sample data at different locations. As this is just the initial development, I made use of a single detector. 
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LOCK DOWN  

INNOVATION 

While the whole nation is crippled with the Covid-19 pandemic, our 
students continue to do something productive. Given below are some of 
their hand made work, graciously submitted.  

Bamboo Craft. No nails, No wood100% bamboo Sub-
mitted Anonymously. (MSC Physics) 

 

‘LOW BUDGET HERBARIUM CHAMBER’ 

 

First of all I would like to thank the ELegend Electric rice cooker 

company for providing such a good material carton for me to recycle 

it into a herbarium chamber. (Just Kidding) 
 

A herbarium chamber is built for the purpose drying and pressing the 

plant specimens. It has wooden frames tied up with belts to press the 

plants and two light bulbs on either side to dry the plants. This is 

done so to preserve their color and shape of the specimen. The plant 

specimen once dried and finely pressed can be then pasted on to her-

barium sheet which documents that particular plant species. 
 

With the ongoing lockdown, we have made best use of what is avail-

able to proceed with the dissertation. So here's a low-budget, made 

from, home herbarium chamber. 

Designed and Innovated by: 

Puswu Kezo 

MSc 4th SEM (BOTANY) 
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LOCK DOWN  

INNOVATION 

SUBMITTED BY 

Menuotuonuo Kera 

BA 5th SEM, English 
 

For more amazing work, 

for order and commis-

sion, please follow her 

in Instagram at: 

 

@Simple Sew 

SUBMITTED BY 

Rebecca Whiso 

BA 5th SEM, English 

For more amazing work, 

for order and commis-

sion, please follow her 

in Instagram at: 

 

@the_needle_affair 

 

Anthophile’s 
Spring Collection 

 

SUBMITTED BY 

Khriebeituonuo 

MSc 4th Sem Geology 

 

“Where Flowers bloom 

so does hope” 
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LOCK DOWN  

INNOVATION 

PASTRIES AND CAKE BAKING. SUBMITTED ANONYMOUSLY (MSc 4th Sem Botoany) 

MOMOS AND  

PANCAKES 
 

‘Why go to expen-
sive restaurant 
when you can con-
veniently make it 

at home? 

Shekhumcha 

MSc 4th Sem Zoology 
 

 

“This Lockdown gave me time to retrospect about the 
environment in a more comprehensive way and I saw how 
the inimical plastic and other noxious products are 
harming our environment. So keeping this in mind, I 
gathered the required waste and made some recycled 
goods.” 

 

Mhalo L Tungoe 

BA 3rd Semester 
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CAMPUS DIARIES 

     1. Observing International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, DEF 

Longleng held an open online video competition on the topic “Impact of Drugs in 

Longleng”. After the scrutiny of the videos so submitted by many participants; Mr Ko-

naei Shangdok (Kohima) and Miss Panilenla T. Phom (Model Colony, Purana Ba-

zaar, Dimapur), from our college were prestigiously announced the First and Third 

Prize respectively, on 26th June 2020. The first prize winner video has been reportedly 

uploaded on the official Facebook Page “District Executive Force Longleng”. 

 

     2.  In the plight of the inextricable pandemic we are all in, our college still continues to 

extend helping hands towards the needful and has donated contactless hand wash 

and contactless hand sanitizer dispenser for the front liners at Jotsoma Village Gate 

and Waiting Shed on the 24th July 2020.  

 

Compiled By: 

Sitsino Liegiese 

Literary and Cultural Secretary (KSCSU) 
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SHOUT-OUT! 
You tube is no doubt , the biggest video sharing service in the world . It would certainly be a 
surprise if that changed anytime soon! 

Most of us use their website or app on a daily basis, whether it's from going video to video 
until we end up watching conspiracy theories, or just to entertain ourselves with cute cat 
videos . 

Being a YouTuber seems like a fun and lucrative profession . We think they make videos on 
topics that we like and make money off of them, however, becoming an established YouTuber 
is no easy feat. 

Despite so much that needs to be done in the college syllabus, our very own YouTubers puts in 
time , efforts and a lot of creativity to make their passion sparkle. 

So, it is with special excitement that I'm pleased to introduce to you the channels of KSCJ 
YouTubers. 

 

 

Looking for some return ticket to moments of KSCJ functions ? Look no further. We have a 
wonderful collection of memories to be shown , crammed into one channel . 

Akiyeto Sumi sacrifices his own moments , in order to make our moments .Check him out and 
make sure to subscribe to his channel as he takes us back down the memory lane. 

You will uncover intriguing facts about Sumis and many more exciting things too. 

 

Three young actors creating original skits and characters and publishing contents intended to 
make people laugh, among them our student Alang Imchen is in the team. 

They are unabashedly self-deprecating and have excellent observational skills. For that, they 
deserve your subscription. You can never regret doing so. What are you waiting for ??? Go, 
check them out and have some good laugh. TEMOKO !!  

 
 

A channel managed by Manlem Konyak, who is pursuing his M.Sc in Physics . 

This channel focuses on providing educational tutorial videos related to physics subject espe-
cially for school students and systematically solving NSEE physics questions too. They try to 
provide thought provoking and interesting videos for young target audiences. Don't you think 
we need to support them ?  You can show your love and support by subscribing to their channel. 
 

 

 

A rising singer who recently stormed KSCJ with a cover song of ‘Photograph’ by Ed Sheeran. 
The newest channel in the list, please go and subscribe for more amazing songs. 

• Akiyeto Sumi 

•Naga Kiddos 

•PHYSICS SERIES 

 Lemkhiung Yinchunger 
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SHOUT-OUT! 

 

 

Music are forerunners to all the contends on 
YouTube . We are among the ones who loves 
music . Why not support our own brother who 
publishes covers of popular songs and  K-Pop 
as well.    

His channel is a destination to discover talent 
and passion. It's a heart warming place for 
cooking connoisseurs and those just learning 
to cook too . Tune in and subscribe to his 
channel . 

 

 

Who doesn't like a leg 
up when it comes to watching people having 
fun. This channel will mesmerize you with how 
exactly science students have fun, not little 
but a whole-lot ! It will ferry you with a motley 
Crew of people who are classmates.  

Join them as they unravel cocooned within 
their existential world. They will surely make 
you wish you are back  to college. Subscribe to 
the channel , definitely something to watch 
out for. 

 

 

This channel shares joy. Encapsulates the bold 
voice through his reaction videos , he delves 
into his ideas and explores his intellectual con-
text by the art of reacting. Entertains  
through cover songs and post video of the col-
lege friends fun happenings.  

You gotta flock to this channel and ensure 
your subscription. 

 

 

One of the growing up and growing away chan-
nel you need to check out and subscribe. 
Purely made for entertainment . A great way 
to calm yourself listening to her magnetically 
soft voice .  

Her "how to " videos serves like bread and 
butter. A perfect combination of education 
and utility, you would realize you can't get 
enough of them. 

What does it take to start learning higher 
level physics ? No matter how much you pre-
pare, you'll come up against roadblocks. The 
key to being successful is knowing you can 
work hard and of course having someone by 
your side to guide you .  

This channel aims to help you understand 
higher level physics in simple terms . What 
more can be more helpful. Is that not? This 
surely will make you experience perfect in-
flight learning . It is managed by a research 
scholar from Physics dept. 

 
 

They say If you want to marry an Angami, call 
your boyfriend as 'npuo' and learn to sing 
'ara kezevi and Methaneilie jütakhrie- Kek-
hrie. 

Then you are the bae of Angami tribe. Galho 
moudi and Zutho are bonus. 

But for lifelong commitment, please tune to 
Kv Think. Deals with tenyidie songs like 
choirs, praise and worship etc. 

• Zarenthung Yan 

•Yiko Pfithu 

•Libra The Blue 

•Rose ro-seh 

•IK Information and Knowledge 

•Kevi think: 

Check out, subscribe and learn the easy way. Compiled by Weto Kreo & Thejase-e Nagi 



Hello Readers, 

The year 2020 has bought manifold changes in the world. As well all stay home keeping our-

selves safe and following guidelines, the way we communicate has also changed. As physical 

meetings and gatherings have become restricted, keeping in touch virtually and online learning 

has increased essentially.  Whatever happens in the world is known to us digitally through so-

cial media.  

To stay in tune with the college latest updates, do follow us in: 

Instagram  @Kohima science college  @kscjgallery 

Facebook:  Kohima Science College, Jotsoma 

College Official Website:  kscj.ac.in 

 
  

Regards: 

Editorial Team   

 

EDITORIAL TEAM : 

 Department of English, Literary Secretary 

(KSCSU), Sir Sedevikho, Ma’am Rongden-

sungla  

To all those who contributed in bringing out 

this issue, we the Editorial team owe you 

our thanks and gratitude 

Compiled And Edited by: Weto Kreo MSc Representative KSCSU 


